Weekly Weather Briefing
Friday, June 5, 2020

Disclaimer: The Information Contained within this Briefing is Time Sensitive, and Could Affect its Validity as the Date/Time Moves Away from the Briefing Creation Date/Time
Highlights

- Scattered afternoon showers and thunderstorms Friday and Saturday
- Moderate to high rip current risk through the weekend
- Potential for Small Craft Advisory conditions Saturday night and Sunday
- No impacts are expected locally from Cristobal
Rainfall Forecast

- Rainfall forecast through Sunday is under an inch for most areas.
- This rainfall is not expected to have any impact on river flooding.
- No severe weather is anticipated.
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Although this is the rip risk for Friday, June 5, risks will be almost identical Saturday and Sunday.
Marine Highlights

- Increasing pressure gradient Saturday night and Sunday may increase winds to 25 kt and build seas over 6 ft.

Beach Highlights

- Moderate to strong rip currents this weekend
- Strong south to north long shore current
- Portuguese Man o’ War continue to be a hazard